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KANAURF

Data Source: D. D. Sharma 1988 [DS-Kan]

Collected on the Northeastern border ofIndia, State ofHimachal Pradesh (western
Himalayas on both banks of the Satluj river). There are three distinct subgroupsforming
two main linguistic subgroups (the Kalpa and Nichar subgroups comprise Lower
Kinnauri; Pooh comprises Upper Kinnauri), each with dialectal subdivisions.

The dialect of the Kalpa region (Kinnaurayanuskad) should be regarded as the standard
dialect, since it was the lingua franca used before Hindi (pages 4-5).

Inventory: D. D. Sharma 1988 [DS-Kan] (pages 19-46)

The transcription used here is a transliteration of the DevandgarTscript in which
Kanauri is written. Thus distinctions that do not exist in the spoken language (such as a
voicing contrast in final consonants) may be preserved in the orthography.
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• The palatal and the retroflex nasals /fi n/ have very low functional load, /n/ never

occurs initially or finally, but only in intervocalic position. Although it does not

occur in opposition with other nasals, Sharma accords it phonemic status.
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Vowel nasalization is phonemic as well as phonetically conditioned by a following

nasal. It is marked by <~> over the vowel.

The phonemic status of hi is dubious as it does not contrast with /o/, but Sharma sets

it up as an independent phoneme because of its opposition to hi. [o] also occurs as an
allophone of the phonemes hi and /o/.

Sharma includes the symbol <E> in parentheses, in the position of a low front vowel.
He analyzes this as an allophone of Id.

Sharma also includes the symbol <a> in parentheses, in the position of a low central

vowel, but does not mention this symbol again. He does mention <a> as an allophone
of hi (p. 22). The two symbols probably represent the same sound, with one being a

typographical error for the other.

"There are no diphthongs in Kinnauri, but it has vocalic sequences" (p. 23). Almost
any combination of two vowels may appear in sequence.

KANAURI

Standard

Data Source: Bailey 191 1 [BAI191 1]

The standard dialect is spoken between Long. IT'SO' and 78°40\ and between Lat.

31 ""23
' and 31 ""40' in the Satlaj Valley in Punjab.

Inventory: Extracted from Bailey 191 1 [BAI191 1] (pages 3-5)

Secondary Sources: [STC], [JAM-Ety]

Note: Transcription normalized in STEDT database.
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An additional digraph, <au>, appears in Indie loanwords, and is phonetieally

equivalent to the sound represented by <5>.

Due to typographical limitations, a few of Bailey's symbols have been modified in

the STEDT database. <oe 5 5> are transcribed <5 ^ o> in [BAI191 1].

Of the short vowels, those marked with <"> over the vowel are lax and the others are

half-long.
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